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Junior Drummers

Mud Play

What a privilege it was for the Junior Drummers (Grade 2 and 3) to
perform at Kambaku Lodge recently. Our excited and enthusiastic
drummers performed excellently and were a sterling representation
of Southern Cross Schools. Well done to all the boys and girls for an
outstanding performance and also for showing perseverance and
determination in the tough preparation required for opportunities
such as this. A truly amazing experience!

No fancy toys, no expensive electronics or latest technology required – our
SCS Pre-schoolers have the best kind of fun; all they need, is just ‘there’!

The Incredible Dog Show
It was a wonderful morning, last term, for our SCS children, and visiting schools, when we gathered to watch Lloyd and his team of Incredible Dogs. The show was so well rehearsed and full of fun. Each
dog had some time in the spotlight showing off their specific skills,
moves and intelligence and each dog has won a space in our children’s hearts. The saying, “dynamite comes in small packages” is so
true – Lloyd’s smallest stunt dog, a toy poodle called Dazzler, wowed
the audience with her number of tricks! It is not often that our ‘bush’
children get up close to such amazing animals, specially trained search
and rescue dogs. An added benefit, was Lloyd’s valuable message
about the treatment of dogs. Watching the children’s faces and hearing their cheers was so special. Well done, Lloyd and team. You are so
inspiring!
Congratulations!
Green Awards
The following Green Awards were presented at assembly on Friday, 20 October 2017:

Emma Ahlers, Oliver Shoebotham, Kyan
Fisher-Bowie, Chelsea Rance, Benjamin
Loon, Isabella Buyst & Carlo Dos Santos

Southern Cross
Pre & Prep Schools’
Art Auction
On Friday, 10 November
In the Founders’ Circle
18:00 for 18:30
R50 Entrance Fee
Contact Pauline Naudé to
buy your tickets
paulinen@scschools.co.za
or 015 7930590

